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Everything without speaking

everything without moving

Freezed by time...

It´s all about

the movement of silence



CASITA PIEGATTO
The place where I shelter my soul
My refugee...
You see... It´s all about love
Where everything starts and finishes
Not forever
Not perfect
Like drawing an
Imperfect circle...
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Everyone who hears these 

words and does them will 

be like a wise man who built 

his house on the rock.
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And the rain fell,

and the floods came,

and the winds blew,

and beat on the house,

but it did not fall,

because it had been founded

on the rock...
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When I was young

I felt the energy

I came to visit

and never left again
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Pipo Fiber, Vortex Fiber Tables, Fagioli Sofa

If you are open to speak,

the place will listen

if you are open to hear,

the place has many

things to say
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Casita Piegatto is located

in Lake Atitlan, in a place

called Tzununa, 

The “Humming bird of the lake”

The mountain where the house 

was built is called Santishu, 

“The place among herbs”
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Home is where you feel loved.
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Hat Lamps create the perfect atmosphere
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Vortex Tables
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Palm Chair, Vortex Tables, Hat Lamps, Faba Sofa

The basics of love
I feel joy

soft borders,

there are no corners

everything flows
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Vortex Tables and Faba Sofa
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Lina  Counter Stool
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Circular Fiber Table
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Soave Chair in Fiber
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The basics of movement
A secuence of actions

embracing energy

creating action

in a silent way
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This bay is called Paaj´que

“The place where  reeds grow”
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The riddle

is solved

by the sound

of the tides

and the winds

of the morning
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Riddle Fiber
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Ana
Thank you for this place,

we will seek refugee

and find ourselves there

it is paradise...

the house built

on the rock



Our dreams grow old

and our future generations

will become the present in time




